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NEW QUESTION: 1
Cisco ACE Module can solve which problems? ( Multiple choice)
A. Inefficient application deployment and maintenance
B. Lower application performance
C. Potential security hole
D. Data center has excessive products from excessive
manufacturers
Answer: A,B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option C
B. Option A

C. Option D
D. Option B
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An application generates daily reports in a Compute Engine
virtual machine (VM). The VM is in the project
corp-iot-insights. Your team operates only in the project
corp-aggregate-reports and needs a copy of the daily exports in
the bucket corp-aggregate-reports-storage. You want to
configure access so that the daily reports from the VM are
available in the bucket corp-aggregate-reports-storage and use
as few steps as possible while following Google-recommended
practices. What should you do?
A. Make corp-aggregate-reports-storage public and create a
folder with a pseudo-randomized suffix name.
Share the folder with the IoT team.
B. Create a Shared VPC network between both projects. Grant the
VM Service Account the role Storage Object Creator on
corp-iot-insights.
C. Move both projects under the same folder.
D. Grant the VM Service Account the role Storage Object Creator
on corp-aggregate-reports-storage.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the purpose of Inverse ARP?
A. to map a known IP address to a SPID
B. to map a known DLCI to a MAC address
C. to map a known SPID to a MAC address
D. to map a known MAC address to an IP address
E. to map a known IP address to a MAC address
F. to map a known DLCI to an IP address
Answer: F
Explanation:
http://www.ciscopress.com/articles/article.asp?p=170741&amp;seq
Num=4
Frame-Relay (a Layer 2 protocol) uses Inverse-Arp to map a know
Layer 2 Address (DLCI) to a unknow Layer 3 Address. Dynamic
Mapping Dynamic address mapping relies on the Frame Relay
Inverse Address Resolution Protocol (Inverse ARP), defined by
RFC 1293, to resolve a next hop network protocol address to a
local DLCI value. The Frame Relay router sends out Inverse ARP
requests on its Frame Relay PVC to discover the protocol
address of the remote device connected to the Frame Relay
network. The responses to the Inverse ARP requests are used to
populate an address-to-DLCI mapping table on the Frame Relay
router or access server. The router builds and maintains this
address-toDLCImapping table, which contains all resolved

Inverse ARP requests, including both dynamic and static mapping
entries. When data needs to be transmitted to a remote
destination address, the router performs a lookup on its
routing table to determine whether a route to that destination
address exists and the next hop address or directly connected
interface to use in order to reach that destination.
Subsequently, the router consults its address-to-DLCI mapping
table for the local DLCI that corresponds to the next hop
address. Finally, the router places the frames targeted to the
remote destination on its identified outgoing local DLCI. On
Cisco routers, dynamic Inverse ARP is enabled by default for
all network layer protocols enabled on the physical interface.
Packets are not sent out for network layer protocols that are
not enabled on the physical interface. For example, no dynamic
Inverse ARP resolution is performed for IPX if ipx routing is
not enabled globally and there is no active IPX address
assigned to the interface. Because dynamic Inverse ARP is
enabled by default, no additional Cisco IOS command is required
to enable it on an interface. Example 4-16 shows the output of
the show frame-relay map privileged EXEC mode command. The
addressto-DLCI mapping table displays useful information. The
output of the command shows that the next hop address
172.16.1.2 is dynamically mapped to the local DLCI 102,
broadcast is enabled on the interface, and the interface's
status is currently active.
NOTE After enabling Frame Relay on the interface, the Cisco
router does not perform Inverse ARP until IP routing is enabled
on the router. By default, IP routing is enabled on a Cisco
router. If IP routing has been turned off, enable IP routing
with the ip routing command in the global configuration mode.
After IP routing is enabled, the router performs Inverse ARP
and begins populating the address-to-DLCI mapping table with
resolved entries.
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